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DANGERS OF PLASTICS
Plastic pollution is the accumulation of plastic products in the environment that adversely affects environment
and thereby human being. Plastics are inexpensive and durable, and as a result levels of plastic production by
[3]
humans are high. However, the chemical structure of most plastics renders them resistant to many natural
[4]
processes of degradation and as a result they are slow to degrade. Together, these two factors have led to a
high prominence of plastic pollution in the environment.
Plastic pollution can afflict land, waterways and oceans. Living organisms, particularly marine animals, can be
harmed either by mechanical effects, such as entanglement in plastic objects or problems related to ingestion of
plastic waste, or through exposure to chemicals within plastics that interfere with their physiology. Humans are
also affected by plastic pollution, Chlorinated plastic can release harmful chemicals into the surrounding soil,
which can then seep into groundwater or other surrounding water sources and also the ecosystem. This can
cause serious harm to the species that drink the water. Landfill areas contain many different types of plastics.
Plastics themselves contribute to approximately 10% of discarded waste. Many kinds of plastics exist depending
on their precursors and the method for their polymerization. Depending on their chemical composition, plastics
and resins have varying properties related to contaminant absorption and adsorption. Polymer degradation takes
much longer as a result of haline environments and the cooling effect of the sea. These factors contribute to the
persistence of plastic debris in certain environments.Recent studies have shown that plastics in the ocean
decompose faster than was once thought, due to exposure to sun, rain, and other environmental conditions,
resulting in the release of toxic chemicals such as bisphenol A. However, due to the increased volume of plastics
[15
in the ocean, decomposition has slowed down. The Marine Conservancy has predicted the decomposition rates
of several plastic products. It is estimated that a foam plastic cup will take 50 years, a plastic beverage holder will
take 400 years, a disposable nappy will take 450 years, and fishing line will take 600 years to degrade.
While governments may be working out ways to lessen the impact of plastic bags on the environment;
however, each of us should shoulder some of the responsibility for this problem, which ultimately harms us.
Plastics are not only non-biodegradable, but are one of the major pollutants of the sea. For a clean and green
environment, try to use alternatives to plastic whenever and wherever possible. Cut down your use of plastic, and
do your bit to save our planet.

Progress Report
Thanks and regards

Progress Report
1. Beautification Work of Park under 2016-17 is Completed.

2. Work for park under 2017-18 has been started.
3. Work Order issued for ESR 1813 Cubic Meter Capacity at Ward No 21.

